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PRESS RELEASE

Noise off. Sound on.

AIRY TWS 2: ANC in-ears in five colorways

Teufel presents a versa�le set of in-ear headphones

featuring Ac�ve Noise Canceling (ANC), Transparency

Mode, and excellent sound quality.

Berlin, February 27, 2024 – From phone calls, to gaming, videos, TV, video calls, audio books,

podcasts and of course music - audio defines our everyday life. That was what inspired Teufel

to create the AIRY TWS 2, a set of headphones made to do it all – excellent sound, Active

Noise Canceling and Transparency Mode, long battery life, comfortable design and easy

operation. In addition to the classic Night Black and Pure White, the AIRY TWS 2 are also

available in Ruby Red, Sage Green and Space Blue.
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• Wireless in-ear headphones with heavy-duty Linear-HD drivers for deep kick bass, precise

trebles, and a warm midrange

• Upgrades from the AIRY TWS: ANC, Transparency Mode, drivers nearly twice as large (10

mm vs 5.8 mm), 6 microphones compared to 4 for enhanced calls, Teufel Headphones App,

comprehensive water protection

• Bluetooth 5.2 with AAC for nearly lossless music streaming from your phone, audio syncs

perfectly to video, Google Fast Pair support

• Active Noise Canceling for improved listening and Transparency Mode to let in more outside

noise

• IPX4 standard comprehensive water spray protection for the earbuds, moisture resistance

• Control directly on the headphones for music playback including volume, as well as using the

Teufel Headphones App with equalizer & battery status

• Hands-free mode usable with just one earbud

• Powerful batteries that last up to 9 hours; over 1 hour extra playtime with only 10 minutes of

charging, charging case provides up to 42 hours of power

• Charging case with autopairing function, 5 pairs of special Mushroom Ear Tips (XS, S, M, L,

XL) made from antibacterial silicone, charging cable

• Available for order now at a price of 99.99 euros from the Teufel Webshop in colors Pure

White, Night Black, Ruby Red, Sage Green, and Space Blue

Best sound

With a diameter of 10 millimeters, Teufel nearly doubled the size of the drivers versus the previous

model. That's an upgrade you can hear - the bass performance is significantly boosted and resolution

enhanced, leaving the AIRY TWS 2 with sound that is full of character without any strain. It has also

brought some new features to the party, such as Active Noise Canceling (ANC) to shut out your

environment, as well as Transparency Mode. It is essentially the opposite of ANC, amplifying outside

noise for when you need to hear it. That means you can keep listening to your content without

missing out on important things such as airport announcements.

Greater comfort

All common functions, such as Play, Pause, Volume, Track Skip, Transparency Mode, and ANC can

be controlled directly on the earbud with the tip of a finger. In addition, there is the Teufel Headphones

App for Android and iOS with an equalizer and additional settings. Like all in-ear headphones, the

Teufel AIRY TWS 2 perform their best only when fitted optimally in the ear canal. And for that, the

AIRY TWS 2 comes with silicon ear-tips in five sizes ranging from XS to XL.

Longer battery life

Without ANC, the AIRY TWS 2 can play for approximately nine hours at medium volume, and even

with noise canceling, they go for five and a half hours. And if the earbuds die on you, just pop them in

the transport case for lightning-fast charging. Just ten minutes can provide an hour of listening

enjoyment. 

More colors

The AIRY TWS 2 are available now at a price of 99.99 euros in colorways Pure White, Night Black,

Ruby Red, Sage Green and Space Blue.
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About Teufel Audio

Teufel is Europe's largest direct-to-consumer audio company. Its wide assortment includes home

cinema systems, TV audio solutions, multimedia systems, classic HIFI, headphones, Bluetooth and

multiroom speakers with Teufel's very own Raumfeld Streaming Technology. The company was

founded in 1979 in Berlin developing speaker components and since then has become an acclaimed

consumer electronics brand.

Great sound has always been the driving force behind the Teufel brand. Countless accolades from

consumers, the press, and online media attest to its success. Only available from Teufel - Teufel

products are available exclusively direct to consumer from the Teufel Webshop, online marketplaces,

via our hotline, and at Teufel Brand Stores.
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